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A memorable wedding or event doesn’t just happen by chance, it has
to be carefully and thoughtfully planned for. Bliss Event Group born
from the alliance of Top vendors in each service category, talents that
are used to work together over the years creating a perfect sincrony
between talent, professionalism, pasion and a genuine excellence
service vocation.
Consistent with the Full Wedding Planning & Design Experience,
Our Celebrations & Special Occasions Experience are designed for
clients who are looking for insights and guidance throughout the entire
planning process and is precisely for that reason that we decided to fill
this necesity working together from the begining of the project so all
the key vendors (Flower Desing and Catering) are involved from the
planning begining, creating strong basis for the Event design.
All of us from Bliss Event Group believe in creating meaningful and
transformational experiences. We want you and your guests to walk
away with tons of emotions, reflection, and discovery.
We are here to help you create moments that will be remembered and
cherished for a lifetime.

Honouring my Mexican roots I do believe that things done with passion,
a true commitment and a very professional work methodology make my
clients happy and satisfiyed over any expectation.
Years ago, my personal fairy tale took me to move my life to Florence
and build with my lovely Italian husband and our little dog the life I
always wanted to live.
I’m a restless and curious person, my professional backgound counts
with more than 15 years inside the corporate industry, leading team
works in multinational companies like Sanofi, Mattel, Revlon, Henkel,
carrying out customer marketing oriented projects like conventions,
expos, product launching events and retail strategies as a senior
manager for Mexico and Latin-America. I helped to improve the
shopping experience of our customers. This consolidated experience
took me to really understand a client needs and the seek of developing
possibilities that really mark a difference by creating REAL unforgettable
experiences.
I like to think that some of my key strengths are discipline, determination
and passion for accomplish objectives, I’m a very structured thinker
and creative problem solver and most importantly, I believe in the
power of the team working and the consolidation of different ideas for
the achievement of excellence. Planning a wedding or an event from
aboard requires a planner that can offer insights into things you haven’t
thought about. It requires a planner that’s extremely organized and
great at communicating. Most importantly, it requires a planner that
puts you first and cares about making your day incredible.with a clear
and professional work methodology. I care, I really do.
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In this experience, me and my team manage all aspects of the design,
planning and also help clients establish and manage the event investment
budget, curate the reception menu, and assist with the event seating
blueprint. If needed, we also offer concierge services to help arrange
transportation and other social activities as an enhancement to this
package. We are committed to orchestrating all festivities and details.
We invite you to make a full immersion over this blissful experience
and let us accompany with experience, creativity, empathy, and
professionalism in this unforgettable one in a lifetime experience of
getting married in Italy!

There are many caterings in Florence it is true, but despite the name
“Le Cirque Firenze” nothing is done by chance or without the basics
and above all, without professionalism and passion. Even the circus
tent needs a solid foundation to stand upright!
The foundations were laid by Jerry Ruffilli founder and current
owner, Architect, marketing and communication expert who loves
technological innovations but also simple and genuine things. He
has traveled around the world and even made the classic “mess” that
sometimes are the only one to make you understand how from the
bottom you can get to the top without being presumptuous and manage
a succesful company.
The kitchen, the restaurant and the catering are a whimsical world way
to be able to give every time a myriad of sensations, colors, settings and
pleasant situations.
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Not just food but setings, decoration, top kitchen equipment,
transportation, professionals from the industry, backoffice team:
administration, logistics, sales and the “behind the scenes”: the
warehouse worker, the assistant cook, the pastry chef, the handyman
for every need related to electricity and necessary for the realization of
Jerry’s whimsical ideas that follow and realize the dreams of customers,
and many ancillary services to make your event special. So, we are
ready at any moment for the action!
Last but not least: Jerry is not alone in this adventure in addition to the
“family” he created and continues to grow, there are his partners, one
of which Philippe Fourier, owner of a restaurant in Paris called “Le
Cirque Paris”. This explains the Provençal vein of many of our dishes
and the menus that you find at the Taverna Le Cirque open on Friday
and Saturday evenings and a place where we can carry out tastings and
tastings of the dishes chosen for your event.
For us, a catering service is made up of people to people...which is why
we set up our marquee, we perform the show and break down to leave
the scene...and also great memories!

After a lifetime dedicated to family business between cantieres and
marble, Maria Teresa Colosio woman of tireless energy, passion for work
and business, instead of thinking about a relaxed and quiet retirement
decides to embark on a new path, and it was in 2014 when her passion
for art and green decided together with his son Matteo Paderni to create
Arte & Fiori Firenze, a small business of plants and flowers, which
over the years and thanks to its ability to please the most demanding
tastes became a point of reference for historic hotels, international
companies, showcases of important fashion houses, historic villas and
exclusive events.

It is because the creative capacity of her master florists, her privileged
position near the historic center of the city of Florence and above all a
great desire to create, led her to translate the wishes of her refined and
demanding clients into beautiful realities.

The creative power of Arte & Fiori has not been limited to the simple
sale of flowers and plants but has become one of the largest Flower
Shop in Tuscany, inviting its founders to invest in an important logistics
and service structure that currently allows to serve the most demanding
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with efficiency and quality.

Master Florists, Flower Desingers, indoor and outdoor green specialists
are part of our staff with a single conviction: passion for work.

My experience in this magical profession began in a wonderful
company called SIA Italia. Is a very glamorous company of decoration
accessories, gift items including beautiful artificial flowers through i
gained experience in presenting and working with them, Within the
company I had the opportunity to learn a lot taking window dressing
courses, stylism and merchandising.
I was in charge of fairs, with the owners I participated in the product
selection for the company portfolio, direct management for clients vip
and follow up with the affiliated stores throughout Italy. This was for
me, an important experience for my growth for which I still thank the
two owners very much for their trust granted.
In 1997 I opened a flower and gift shop in Piazza Stazione in Florence,
given the strategic position I have had important clients and over the
years, I have continued to do refresher courses for flowers, weddings
and ceremonies.
In 2008, derived of personal choices I sold that shop. But after just two
years not being able to stay away from my passion, I bought another
flower shop in the most beautiful square in Florence, Piazza della
Repubblica, another positive experience for the position that brought
me high level customers, such as Gucci, Max Mara, Pomellato, Celine,
Prada, and the most important hotels in Florence downtown. Due to
family health problems in 2014 I was forced to sold it.
Finally in 2017 I met Katia Morales who rekindled in me the desire
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to start again in this wonderful world of weddings and events combing
with Arte & Fiori, one of the biggest Flower Shop in Tuscany as
Creative Director. achieving the satisfactory sensation of the amaze and
happiness from our clients that emerge from this art that is my lifetime

IG: @mina.flower.designer

pasion.
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